
The Debit Notes Saga: 
Tranquility Alas!



Any new legislation is expected to have some teething issues relating to interpretation, applicability, drafting 
faux pas et al, which gets ironed out with time. Apropos GST law, it can be said to have broken all records. In 
less than five years, it has undergone series of legislative amendments, including some retrospective. Executive 
anxiousness could also be seen in the galaxy of circulars issued to clarify multitudes of issues, most of which 
created more confusion, and some had to be ultimately withdrawn. Authorities for Advance Rulings also played 
pivotal role as in most of the rulings, because of revenue oriented myopic interpretation, instead of bringing 
certainty, greater distress to the taxpayers has been caused.

Resultantly, taxpayers approached the Constitutional Courts as also made representations before GST Council 
seeking amendments in law and clarifications on interpretative issues. Relatively speaking, GST Council acted 
proactively, and in most cases, adopted a pragmatic approach. GST law is still a work in progress which is 
evolving basis trial and error formula. ‘Delinking of Debit Notes with Original Invoices’ is one such fine 
example.

Section 16(4) of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (‘CGST Act’) prescribes time limit for availing 
Input Tax Credit (‘ITC’). This section was amended vide Finance Act 2020 (effective January 1, 2021). 

The amended Section 16(4) removed linkage of Debit Notes with Original Invoices for computing time limit to 
avail ITC on Debit Notes. 

Much to everyone’s surprise and contrary to the amendment carried out to Section 16(4), the Gujarat Authority 
for Advance Ruling in the case of I-Tech Plast India [2021-VIL-205-AAR] held otherwise by holding that 
notwithstanding amendment in Section 16(4), the requirement of linking Debit Notes with Original Invoices still 
exists and that ITC on Debit Notes shall be available basis date of Original Invoice only. In Authors’ considered 
view, after amendment in Section 16(4), the interpretation adopted by Gujarat Authority of Advance Ruling is 
contrary to legislative intent and an attempt to read additional words which the legislature deliberately omitted. 
Hence, the Advance Ruling is not tenable. This Advance Ruling has led to the issuance of the Circular. 

GST Council took up this issue in its 45th meeting and agreed to issue clarification. Accordingly, CBIC issued 
Circular No. 160/16/2021-GST dated September 20, 2021 (‘Circular’) to settle the unwarranted disputes even 
after amendment in Section 16(4). The Circular rightly clarified that relevant date for availing ITC on Debit Notes 
shall be determined based on the date of issuance of the Debit Note and there is no requirement to link the Debit 
Note to the Original Invoice. However, the Circular appears to have wrongly stretched the benefit of amended 
Section 16(4) to dead claims.



This is apparent from the scenarios plotted below where amended provision shall apply basis the Circular and 
due date for availing ITC on Debit Notes would be computed from the date of issuance of Debit Note and not 
from the date of Original Invoice.

S. 
No.

Issuance of 
Original Invoice

Issuance of 
Debit Note

ITC Availed Applicability of 
Amended Provision

1 Post Amendment Post Amendment -

2 Pre-Amendment Post Amendment -

3 Pre-Amendment Pre-Amendment Pre-Amendment

4 Pre-Amendment Pre-Amendment Not availed & Time Limit for 
availment expired

5 Pre-Amendment Pre-Amendment Not availed & Time Limit for 
availment not expired

The dichotomy created by the Circular is that it attempts to revive a dead claim (situation mentioned at S. No. 4 
in the above table) where Original Invoice and Debit Note were issued pre-amendment i.e., prior to January 1, 
2021 and ITC was not availed by the taxpayer within the time limit for availment basis the date of Original Invoice 
[basis unamended Section 16(4)]. However, for such a case, basis the Circular, now the time limit will get re-
computed from the date of Debit Note and not from the date of Original Invoice, thereby reviving an otherwise 
dead claim.

A plausible explanation to the above dichotomy lies in the law of limitation. It is trite that limitation provisions are 
procedural in nature. Any amendment to such procedural provisions is given retrospective effect, unless stated 
otherwise. If amendment to Section 16(4) of the CGST Act is considered as procedural in nature, the amendment 
should be given retrospective effect and the dichotomy will get resolved. However, the amendment to Section 
16(4) cannot be given retrospective effect to abate the anomaly caused with respect to dead claims as can be 
seen from the discussion hereinafter. 

Retrospectivity typically comes with a rider that the claim made under the amended provision should not be a 
dead claim i.e., it has not become a time barred claim prior to the amendment1. Legally, a Circular can neither 
revive a dead claim nor extinguish a vested right by changing limitation2. Hence, to this extent, the Circular 
appears to be incongruent and incorrect qua illustration 4 in the above table.

It can also be argued that the amendment to Section 16(4) was curative in nature, which sought to rectify an 
anomaly / irregularity in the provision and should therefore be applied retrospectively. However, no express 
averment to hold the amendment to Section 16(4) as curative could be found. If it was so, nothing prevented 
the legislature in giving retrospective effect to amendment to Section 16(4). Merely addressing an anomaly 
which was causing hardship to taxpayers, cannot be considered as curative to rectify an error, unless specified. 
Therefore, unless shown otherwise, it has to be seen as a conscious change in the dispensation, particularly 
concerning the fiscal subject matters3.

Notably, Minutes of 38th GST Council Meeting (when the said amendment was recommended for first time) or 
Memorandum to Finance Bill, 2020 (when the said amendment was made), nowhere make any reference for 
bringing the said amendment to rectify any anomaly or curative or clarificatory or seeking to give retrospective 
effect. Hence, in Authors’ considered view, the amendment to Section 16(4) was not a curative or clarificatory 
and consequently, dead claims prior to amendment cannot be revived.

1. Union of India v. Uttam Steel Limited [2015 (319) E.L.T. 598 (S.C.)]
2. New India Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Shanti Misra [(1975) 2 SCC 840]
3. L.R. Brothers Indo Flora Limited v. Commissioner of Central Excise [2020 (373) E.L.T. 721 (S.C.)]



Conclusion:

Since, the Circular is beneficial in nature as seeks to extend the benefit to 4 out of 5 scenarios plotted in the 
above table, taxpayers may take commercial call whether to claim ITC in the 4th scenario as revival of dead 
claims are likely to be disputed by the Revenue. For the rest of the cases, the issue gets resolved and tranquility 
achieved at last. 
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